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About the Cover Pictures 
 
Cricket in the time of Corona: empty nets, kit collections postponed, deserted grounds.  
 

Project Front Foot 
 

Kit Collections  
 
After ten weeks of planning, PFF was less than twelve hours away from hopping on a flight to London 
and heading to project basecamp in the Thames Valley for the start of our countrywide kit collections 
in the first week of April. At a press conference that same afternoon the UK government confirmed 
the ramping up of Coronavirus measures, especially those relating to non-essential travel. In light of 
this, and a series of late night calls to trustees and volunteer drivers, it was decided to postpone our 
schedule of kit collections. This was not a time to be hiring vans and heading around the country. 
However, this is only a postponement. Donors have assured PFF that the kit remains safe and ready 
for collection. So: when the situation improves we go again!  
 

British Airways  
 
On 4 March PFF received the following information from the Community Investment team at British 
Airways: … due to the uncertainty in the UK surrounding the Coronavirus, airline passenger numbers 
are falling significantly and in order to come through this in a strong position we have been put under 
a financial exercise where we are unable to offer any further complimentary practices. Therefore we 
are unable to book any excess baggage for charities for the next 6 months.  
 
Our excess allocation of ten bags covering three tickets for the flight to Berlin on 16 April remained in 
place. Indeed, the plan was to purchase further bags enabling us to take around 450kgs of clothing 
and equipment. A month later, in light of the deteriorating situation and travel bans we cancelled our 
various tickets thereby losing the excess baggage allocation.  
 

Months earlier - aware of an imbalance between the 
volume of kit donated and that taken by checked 
luggage - we scheduled an autumn review of our 
transport arrangements. The key question was the 
cost, time and volume differential of transportation by 
air compared to that by road and sea. The current 
problems facing the airline industry suggests this 
review is now obsolete.   

 
As difficult as it is to imagine Project Front Foot without the support of British Airways this may well 
be the case. If so, this would end an association that goes back to the autumn of 2009. With British 
Airways support we were able, during a ten-year period, to take over four tons of clothing and 
equipment to Mumbai in the process supporting 150 schools and orphanages along with our flagship 
work with the Dharavi children. Our change of direction in the spring of 2019 saw a further half ton of 
kit airlifted to Berlin for distribution to refugee groups around Germany. With this in mind, we send 
our best wishes and sincere thanks to all at British Airways and especially to Laura and her Community 
Investment team and hope for an improved travel climate in the coming year.   
   

 



Tales for the Self-isolating & Socially Distanced 
 
 

In an effort to allay the enveloping doom and despondency created by lockdown, PFF set about 
producing a series of Tales for the Self-isolating & Socially Distanced. In light of cricket’s continuing 
absence, we have no hesitation in reproducing a selection.   
 

  Cow Corner 
 

As a game, cricket is not given to the literal. Third 
man, for instance, has nothing to do with either 
Harry Lime or Orson Welles. Slip cordons, while 
prone to slip-ups, rarely if ever slip. Point may 
occasionally point, but only occasionally and 
gully has few connections with a channel formed 
by the action of water. There are, however, 
some exceptions. Short leg, for reasons of both 
agility and self-preservation, is more often than 
not populated by those with short legs; while 
long leg, the parking position for tall fast 
bowlers, is similarly peopled by those with inside 
leg measurements that the small of stature can 
only but dream. Which brings us neatly to cow 
corner; a hitting area much favoured, since the 
emergence of T20, by both top order and 
tailender. Not listed in the MCC Coaching 
Manual, yet known to cricketers worldwide, cow   

corner relates to those wide beckoning acres between deep mid-wicket and wide long on. Keen to         
claim the literal as our own, PFF was one of the few projects that had, during our decade-long tenure 
in Mumbai, cows in cow corner. Indeed, when not munching or mooching they were prone to settle 
in their very own cow corner between, you guessed, deep mid-wicket and wide long on.  
 

Kookaburra 
 
 
 
The picture opposite features PFF founder, Vic 
Mills, with Lindum junior (very junior) Matthew 
Clarke. Carbon dating of player, picture and 
perm suggests the mid-1980s; a time before 
statutory tattooing, mandatory earrings and 
helmets. Although, of the latter, critical data 
supports the theory that “big hair”, allied to near 
toxic levels of perming solution, combined to 
form the perfect head guard in the event of 
collision between cranium and Kookaburra (ball 
& bird). I’m indebted to David Quincey and Matt 
Clarke for this limp down Memory Lane.  

 



Sledging 
 
Revolution took me to Melbourne in January 1978. Kerry Packer’s World Series Cricket threatened the 
biggest upheaval in the game since the adding of a third stump. Happy to be part of the insurrection, 
I was nevertheless determined to play some club cricket. The day following my arrival I phoned the 
Victorian Cricket Association. They recommended half-a-dozen clubs. Scanning the local Melways I 
saw that Brighton’s ground, situated on the corner of South and Beach (bottom right in the aerial shot) 
was just a cover drive away from Port Phillip Bay. Perfect. 
I called, found their net times, practiced Tuesday and Thursday, and played my first game just six days 
after arrival. It was -2C when I’d left Heathrow; the mercury was nudging 38C when I stepped onto 
the oval that Saturday morning. Having never sunbathed in such temperatures, let along chased a 
cricket ball, we’re talking steep learning curve. A curve that included shirt sleeves down and buttoned, 
collar up, floppy hat pulled tight, sun blocker liberally smeared, the whole topped off with half-a-can 
of fly spray. But that was only the half of it. 
Inadvertently adding fuel to the fire I committed the cardinal sin of the pale Pom by walking out to bat 
in my black, green and yellow hooped Lincs Gents cap. BIG MISTAKE! This situation had pedigree. 
During the Bodyline series of 1932:33 arch-irritant Douglas Jardine had worn his Oxford Harlequin cap  
 

 
 
for the entire series, much to the annoyance of the Australians, only reverting to his England cap 
during the final Test in Sydney. Forty-five years on, I might just as well have painted a target on my 
forehead. If the cap hadn’t alerted the opposition to my newly arrived status and nationality then the 
five minutes it took to take guard - the umpire and I tangling over terminology - certainly did. And then 
the sledging started!  
Which was all very odd as I hardly knew anyone in town and certainly none of the opposition players. 
Nor, to the best of my knowledge, had I slept with any of their wives, girlfriends, daughters or mothers 
in the past six days. Not that they cared a jot as first the bowler, then keeper, then slips and finally 
cover point joined in a chorus of abuse. There was a degree of payback in that I managed to deposit 
the off spinner on the nearby City to Sandringham rail line.  
A combination of good fortune and bad weather saw Brighton advance and win both their group semi 
and final against Dandenong and Malvern respectively. The clubs had met at the same stage the 
previous season and, with scores to be settled, the games were marred by more unseemly behaviour. 
The rain-affected three-day Grand Final against Balwyn was tame in comparison albeit tantalisingly 
close as we missed out on the flag by just 3 runs. As to the message from this short, sharp, shock of 
Australian club cricket? Easy. Harden the f**k up!  



Short Leg 
 
Pivotal among attacking positions in recent years, short leg is now a key element in both the fast and 
slow bowlers’ game plan. Indeed, the advance in protective clothing, the helmet in particular, has 
allowed short leg to be on such intimate terms with the batsman as to warrant a column or two in the 
Sunday knee-and-navel publications. Whether bat-pad or pad-bat, the resultant commotion is enough 
to convince the most myopic of umpires that a catch has been taken. But what of the history of short 
leg, and what of its rise to prominence from parking position to that of prime (re)mover? 
From Test arena to public park, cricket teams throughout the ages have searched for positions to place 
the inexperienced, aged and infirm: mid-off, fine leg and third man spring most readily to mind. Into 
this retirement plan came the position of short square on the leg side. While not expected to make an 
active contribution, short leg nevertheless remained close enough to be of sufficient nuisance value 
should the occasion demand. Counted, if not counted upon, the position was accepted by all. All, that 
is, except Douglas Jardine, whose Leg Theory or Bodyline turned short leg into a specialist position 
overnight. That Bodyline all but brought the downfall of the Commonwealth was enough for the tactic 
to be abandoned and for short leg to return to the realms of dreamy inactivity.  
The prototype for protective clothing, short leg became the domain of the more portly or rotund. 
There being no better form of padding than that provided by Nature. It was here that the late Colin 
Milburn found his ample girth a positive advantage. The Berlin Wall in flannels, his presence, a trick of 
 

 
 
the light, would effectively cut off all chance of gain between mid-on and backward square. With the 
odd catch taken, Milburn soon made the position his own and short leg was back in favour. 
The post-Packer arrival of the fielding (as opposed to batting) helmet gave players license to stand as 
close to the batsman as the umpire and obscenity laws would permit. Evolution next took hold as 
coaches linked proximity to the bat with that of agility. Enter the smaller more streamline version. No 
longer the haunt of the aged or overweight, short leg became an area of great profit. 
Not a position for which to volunteer, David Boon and Augustine Logie nevertheless made it their own. 
Yet confusion remains over the ideal size for the position. Boon, similar in stature and just as 
permanent as Ayers Rock, was old school: the proverbial brick out-house, his agility whether fielding 
ball, tinnie or hamburger nothing short of legendary. If Boon represents the past, then Logie’s career 
was very much a role model for the future: brave as a lion and with the reflexes of a title contender, 
Logie could catch flies.  
As a rule, few positions, whatever the sport, come complete with a ready-made description of the 
incumbent. An amalgam of the brave and the barking, short leg stands as the exception to the rule. 
For whether positive, as in the need for agility, or negative, as in the desire to make himself a smaller 
target, take it as read that the shorter short leg’s short legs the better for all concerned. 



Heat & Dust 
 
In penning the Man Booker prize winning novel, Heat & Dust, Ruth Prawer Jhabvala included precious 
little cricket in the storyline. So, too, director Ismail Merchant and producer James Ivory in their movie 
adaptation of the novel. However, had writer, director and producer looked to include just a little 
leather on willow then they could have done far worse than pop by the Dharavi Cricket Academy. For 
while deficient in many of the day-to-day cricketing essentials, the project had both heat and dust in 
abundance. The construction of shade-inducing tower blocks along with the 07.30 and 16.30 start 
times helped shield players and coaches from steepling temperatures. However, even before the 
mandatory warm-up was over, beads of perspiration would gather.  
 

     
 
Conscious of this and the tireless enthusiasm of the players, the coaches called for regular drinks 
breaks. Indeed, part of the coaching structure included advice on rehydration. While we could combat 
the heat to an extent, we could do little about the dust that the Gymkhana generated. Unique to the 
modern game, this was grass roots cricket without either grass or roots. In their place we had 
brown/red soil that, during the monsoon season, resembled the Thames at low tide, and at all other 
times was left to bake biscuit hard under an unrelenting sun. Any form of physical activity would 
generate a film of dust that coated and covered both the moving and stationary. The pictures tell their 
own tale as, at the end of each session, players, coaches and the occasional Englishman were covered 
in a fine layer of dust. 
 

Tiger 
 
In the early 1980s the press box at the Sydney Cricket Ground served arguably the best tucker on the 
domestic and international circuit. Limited-over games especially saw a variety of hot and cold dishes 
accompanied by beer and wines. Long-time resident of the press box was legendary Australian leg 
spinner, Bill (Tiger) O’Reilly. During a quiet Shield game he was called by a sub at the Sydney Morning 
Herald and, rather than produce a report of the day’s play, was asked instead to compile his greatest 
ever Test XI. O’Reilly, never one to miss an opportunity, happily obliged. With no constraints on 
selection his copy the following morning comprised of ELEVEN leg spinners! That particular summer 
I’d brought a copy of Jardine’s account of Bodyline to Oz with the sole purpose of getting O’Reilly, one 
of the key players in the five Test drama, to autograph several pages and photographs. I buttonholed 
him on the concourse behind the Members. While signing he asked my name.  
“Vic Mills,”  
“Aren’t you that fellow taking wickets over in WA?”  
“I’m afraid not, that’s Vic Marks.”  
Ah, so near, yet so far. 



     
 
Vic Marks fourteen-year first-class career for Oxford University, Somerset and England included a 
season for Western Australian in 1986-87. Bowling his off breaks into the freshening Fremantle Doctor, 
Marks captured 30 wickets at 31.83, while helping himself to a batting average of 46.25 as WA won 
the Sheffield Shield.   

 
Shot 4 A Shot 
 
Several decades ago my club side in the UK, the Lincoln Lindum, held its annual six-a-side tournament 
on Whit Monday. With the keeper retaining the gloves, and the other five bowling an over, an innings 
would consist (yah boo sucks, The Hundred) of just 30 deliveries! Light years ahead of its time, the 
boundary size was reduced to encourage six-hitting. The only difference between this and the current 
T20 game is that for each six hit the batsman was awarded a bottle of beer. Radical thinking perhaps, 
but cricket’s enforced corona break does offer the opportunity for both the ICC and BCCI to consider 
this innovation. So how would Bottled Batting work in a match situation?  
Although only at a feasibility stage, the idea is that not only would a beer be awarded for every 
maximum, but that the batsman would then be required to drink it at the crease before facing the 
next delivery. Studies suggest, albeit through increasingly blurred vision, that this would significantly 
reduce the current unacceptable gap between bat and ball, while at the same time adding still further 
to the fun and frolic of the occasion. Of course, not that you were in any doubt, but the prospect of 
crease consumed alcohol would offer further lucrative marketing opportunities from brewing 
companies to the hospitality industry and all points in between.  
The time lapse to facilitate the arrival and consumption of the beer would offer yet more corporate 
gains in keeping with the current sponsorship of the Strategic Timeout. More especially if the occasion 
was christened something along the lines of the Mild & Bitter Maximum. Conversely, this being one 
of the more democratic of sporting pastimes, those batsmen for whom the preference is for strong 
liquor would be offered the opportunity of indulging in a rum and coke, G&T or vodka and tonic 
thereby creating the equally marketable Shot 4 a Shot advertising campaign.  
Of course, the only downside in this revolutionary proposal - in light of the 52 tinnies consumed by 
David Boon on a pre-Ashes flight between Sydney and London some years ago - is that it would offer 
the Australians an unfair advantage. Finally, to balance the corporate and commercial with that of 
community there is also scope for a bright boffin to conjure up something along the lines of: don’t 
drink and (cover) drive!   
 
 
 
 



Fine Leg to Inside Leg 
 

A sticky Mumbai Saturday. By way of a little 
downtime I head to Bandra taking the train from 
King’s Circle and then the elevated walkway that 
deposits me close to Hill Road. Happily observing 
the bustling streetlife below I’m suddenly pulled 
up short by, of all things, a one-man-one-room 
gents tailor. Nothing too unusual in that. Not in 
a city that champions micro enterprise. But it’s 
not so much the business, as the name of the 
business. For whether by accident or design (I 
hope the latter) the tailor has christened his 
undertaking BODYLINE. A series universally 
accepted as the most controversial and 
acrimonious in Test history. One can only 
speculate if the tailor, when cutting material for 
trousers, refers to it as (drum roll) Leg Theory!  

 

 
 

 
Hobbs, Sutcliffe & Oldfield 
 

With due regard to TS Eliot and Andrew Lloyd 
Webber, a cricket pavilion is not a cricket 
pavilion (certainly in Mumbai) without its 
resident cats. So it is in Matunga where our 
specialist short legs - Hobbs & Sutcliffe - appear 
only too happy to join in the fun. When not 
employed in keeping the rodent population 
down, these Matunga moggies are always up for 
a spot of cricket. No dead cat bounce here, 
however, as the use of protective equipment is 
always a high priority. Keeping these youngsters 
in check is Oldfield. His passion and obvious 
pleasure for glove work saw him christened after 
the Australian champion keeper of the 1920s 
and 30s.  

 

     
 
 



Cricket Teas 
 
In the grand scheme of things uplifting and life-affirming, what could be more uplifting and more life-
affirming in these dark days than cricket teas! A survivor of thirty years of club teas I can speak with 
some experience having consumed countless miles of Battenberg cake, several cubic metres of 
Victoria sponge, a positive market garden of salad, and a Manchester Ship Canal of stewed tea. Indeed, 
such was the esteem that certain cricket teas were held that players were known to rise Lazarus-like 
from their sick bed to play and, more importantly, to eat. In the heady days of friendly cricket the tea 
table often carried far greater anticipation than the fixture itself. This is what sets cricket apart. What 
other game would cease hostilities in the very heat of battle for a cup of tea and sticky bun?    
As you would expect of a cornerstone of the game, tactics and timing play an integral part in the tea 
ritual. To be the first in the tea room is to suffer the slings and arrows of the early arrived partygoer; 
yet to leave it late is to face the very real prospect of an empty table. Each club has its champion 
troughers. These cannot sit together for fear of carnage and so sit at either end of the table and, as if 
the prototype Pac Man, munch their way towards the middle. There are others, also not shy with 
knife, fork and spoon, who rightly deserve a trestle table of their own. Then we have the picky eaters  
 

         
 
for whom the combination of cucumber in salmon sandwiches is an affront to mankind. Their plates 
are easily identifiable at the tea’s end by the discarded cucumber Alp. Nor should we disregard the 
role of those involved in the preparation. For blessed indeed are the tea makers. Blessed too, although 
slightly less so, is that particular rice concoction that appeared to last from May to September and, 
rather than consumed, should probably have been sent to forensics and then for carbon dating.  
A veteran of many summers down under, I can disclose that cricket teas stand some way down the 
pecking order in Australian club cricket. It was as if the entire grass roots game had adhered to the 
strict teachings of Homer and Bart Simpson in that: you don’t make friends with salad. As such, 
austerity cricket saw the twenty-minute tea interval used mainly to escape the sun, take a quick 
shower or change of togs. Cups of tea were available, so too a plate of biscuits assuming that the 
designated player had remembered to buy them. Of course, this being the Land of Foster’s, XXXX and 
VB, what the tea ritual lacked was more than made up for afterwards in the dressing-sheds and bar. 
 

Joy Unrestrained  
  
Far too grand a title for such a simple idea: the project’s Rural Schools Initiative centred upon providing 
small kit packages of bats, wicket sets and tennis balls to a 150 schools and orphanages over a decade 
of expeditions. On narrow, monsoon-rutted tracks, our route was always the less travelled. Nor were 
we ever quite sure - as our driver, Chand, skilfully navigated pot hole, farm cart and water buffalo - of 
what awaited at the other end. It could be a tiny two-room school with fifty kids or just as easily a 
parade ground of 800 greeting our arrival with the national anthem.  
 



                  
 
Big or small, the common denominator was always a scarcity of sporting equipment. The picture below 
left is the sum total of equipment for a village school of 300 pupils south of Mumbai. As you would 
expect, whether schoolyard or paddock, the pitches and play areas came in all shapes and sizes. Of all 
the schools we visited, one particular image remains. We’d had a brief informal handover with the 
kids and head teacher followed by a few pictures. As we drove out of the school I caught sight of a 
posse of kids galloping in joy unrestrained to a nearby piece of waste ground to road test the kit. 
Whether mindful of the impending carnage, or keen to improve their fielding skills, the principal had 
wisely limited them to a single tennis ball.     
 

     
 

 



Shivaji  
 
In a city of 23 million (and counting!) you’d have thought that every square inch of ground would have 
been sat upon, slept upon, bought, sold and sub-let upon or just simply built upon. Not so. Although 
many cricket grounds and open spaces remain under constant threat from developers, Mumbai will 
always have Shivaji Park. Spiritual home to Maharashtrian cricket, Shivaji Park has been enjoyed and 
endured during their formative years by the likes of Rohit Sharma, Sachin Tendulkar, Zaheer Khan, 
Sunil Gavaskar, Ravi Shastri, Dilip Vengsarkar, Sanjay Manjrekar, Farokh Engineer and Vijay Merchant.  
 

     
 
Shivaji Park: a lot of heat, a lot of dust, and some of the best cricketers that India has ever produced! 
In light of the sheer volume of games in play, the key, whether player or spectator, is all about 
concentration. In the case of fielders, they have first to locate the ball, and then dodge, weave, and 
generally lay waist to the mass of humanity that separates them from a textbook long barrier and 
throw. From a spectator’s point of view, it’s concentration+nerve as they sit at backward point or deep 
gully - often only a matter of yards from the batsman - watching another game. Shivaji Park is a must-
see Mumbai cricketing experience, but not for the fainthearted.   
 

Teasing Gravity  
 
It started as a typical West Indian dismissal - Martyn caught Simmons bowled Ambrose - one of four 
during a tense first day of the second Test at the MCG. It ended, however, in a most untypical fashion 
and the cause of great concern. At the very moment the ecstatic Trinidadian was set to launch the ball 
into the stratosphere, disaster struck. For reasons best known to him and his Maker, the projectile 
slipped from his hand, hovered indecisively, then dropped gently to his feet. Result - instant confusion. 
In the general scheme of Caribbean cricket, celebration ranks as the most crucial aspect of play. Recent 
West Indian sides have taken it to near art-form proportions. Fielding, you see, is only tolerable, 
indeed only undertaken, on condition that mayhem and madness erupt at the fall of a wicket. Party 
time, the catch taken, is signalled by the return to orbit of the ball. Imagine the dilemma, then, with 
colleagues set to engulf Simmons, as the ball eludes his grasp, arcs slowly, teasing gravity, only to lose 
interest and plummet turfwards. Experienced players stopped dead in their tracks. Embarrassment. 
Dismay. Outrage. Team-mates looked to one another and finally to captain Richie Richardson. Hidden 
beneath a huge claret sun-hat, he too now faltered. A personable fellow, Simmons, his was the 
cardinal sin, the crime of the century: a solitary act of carelessness that turned joy to sorrow, dream 
to nightmare and glory to shame. There were high fives - for a wicket had fallen - a handshake or two, 
and thin, humourless smiles; defiance, but little more than damage limitation. With speculation rife 
over his punishment, a reprieve unlikely, Simmons (Test average a modest 16.26) promptly reeled off 
a maiden Test century in a single-handed attempt to keep Australia at bay. In view of such heroism his 
crime, although not his century, was forgotten and a full pardon granted.  



The Red Scorpion 
 
No one arrives in the Philippines by chance. Manila is not for the accidental tourist. My excuse was a 
spot of R&R after six weeks backpacking around India. Frying pans and fires? Maybe. It certainly began 
to feel that way when, barely an hour in the country, news broke of a security alert around the 
Embassy circuit. Local bad boy (and victim of too many B movies) the Red Scorpion had apparently 
threatened to bomb one of the foreign missions. A forgetful fellow, he’d been none too specific about 
which one. President Ramos, television personality and all-round good guy, was soon before the 
cameras, but he didn’t know either. Welcome to the Philippines!  
Safe in a gated community, our own residence was protected by a guard who, when not checking 
doors and windows, sat the night away with a shotgun across his knees. Trips into town were similarly 
protected with our own driver and a 4x4 with tinted windows. While not quite the Wild West, there 
did seem to be a few more guns on the streets than necessary for the local Sainsbury’s run. The 
occasional expedition apart, I stayed close to the pool, rested, read, and generally tried to get my head 
around India. When that proved too much there was always the sports pages. 
Sadly, they proved no less vexing than the subcontinent. For sandwiched neatly between the 
basketball and tenpin bowling results was an entire section devoted to cockfighting! Decide for 
yourselves where the carnage ends and the sport begins. I did contemplate ringing the Philippine 
Cockers Club (yes, such exists) to enquire of the same, but didn’t want this innocent bout of feather 
ruffling to get back to Old Red himself.     

 
Sanity returned with an invitation of a game of 
cricket for the Australian Embassy. At last - 
overlooked for years by the England selectors - 
my first cap, albeit for Australia, and an Embassy 
XI at that. A green, sporty oasis among the 
mayhem that is Manila, the Nomads Club was a 
joy to behold. For here, at last, was reason, 
order, tranquillity, cold beer and a pleasing 
absence of firearms. My last game had been in 
deepest Lincolnshire two months earlier in late 
September. A dismal, dank affair, play was 
abandoned shortly after tea amid Dickensian 
gloom and sea fret. 

 

 

 
Manila presented no such problems that steamy November Sunday morning. The only question, other 
than whether both sides could raise eleven good men and true, was whether the matting wicket would 
behave? Or more to the point, what to do should it misbehave? A couple of rearing deliveries on and 
it needed not so much a polite prod as a prolonged spanking. Batting first the Embassy XI posted 194-
8 (V Mills retired 50) in 30 overs. A commendable team effort, not least as it took place against a 
backcloth of 747s departing the international airport just beyond the sightscreen at long off.  
Lunch, as you would expect of any sporting contest involving Australians, consisted of chilled bottles 
of San Miguel. Fearing not the combination of heat, exhaustion and alcohol - a rum cove, Johnny Asia 
- or the possibility of happy, errant fielders wandering between fine leg and third man singing rugby 
songs, the Embassy side supped well. The Nomads, fresh from a recent tour of Hong Kong, began in 
spirited fashion. Steady bowling and inspired fielding, however, saw an end of their best batsmen and 
an Australian victory by 60 runs. With the game happily concluded by early afternoon there was ample 
time for a further assault on the San Miguel. Indeed, had I not been booked on a 10.45 flight that night 
to Sydney, it’s likely I could be propping up the Nomads bar to this day.  
 
 



Vulture Street  
 
As hard as it is to imagine, but there was a time before SKY Sports. Cricket coverage back then, 
especially for an Ashes tour down under, centred on BBC radio’s Test Match Special. As an expectant 
nation tuned in around midnight, so the Under the Bedclothes Club was born. By an odd quirk of fate, 
these late night vigils coincided with the pre-duvet era. In an effort to combat both poor reception 
and falling temperatures, garret dwellers would pile blanket upon blanket until only the strongest (and 
earthed) could lever open a gap into which to crawl, listen and sleep. Movement of any kind 
thereafter, as if trapped under a row of postman’s bicycles, was impossible.  
In the winter of 1974:75 I was hunkered down in a small room on Highbury Terrace grappling with the 
intricacies of Jurisprudence & Legal Theory. No contest. Do not pick fights with Sophists. Around the 
same time, albeit 12000 miles away in Brisbane, Mike Denness and his England tourists were fine-
tuning their preparations ahead of what promised to be an exciting Ashes series.  
 

Unfortunately, the prep did not extend to the 
eccentric groundsmanship of the then Lord 
Mayor of Brisbane (and Gabba curator) Clem 
Jones. One could only hope that he was more 
adept at his mayoral duties because his 
curatorial prowess was inept! So inept in fact 
that in the final preparations for the game he 
managed to roll a ridge into the Test pitch. A 
ridge that Jeff Thomson and Dennis Lillee hit 
with frightening regularity.   
 

 

The combination of erratic bounce and blistering pace led to English blood being spilt and bones 
broken. Amid the carnage, the ball-by-ball coverage made frequent mention of the Vulture Street End. 
VULTURES! Back in my North London garret, pinned down by blankets, I listened on in horrified silence. 
I mean, Thomson and Lillee were bad enough but, vultures? It took little undergraduate imagination 
to visualise these sinister creatures circling overhead or stalking unchecked on the outfield waiting 
their moment to pick over what remained of England’s top order.   
 

Passchendaele 
 
From my Surry Hills base in first Steel Street and then Phelps it was just a fifteen minute walk across 
Anzac Parade and Moore Park to the Sydney Cricket Ground. I made my debut on Sydney’s notorious 
Hill during the 1979-80 season: a day-nighter between Australia and the West Indies. An enticing 
enough prospect you would have thought, unless your sole aim - the cricket merely incidental - was 
to drink yourself into oblivion. A preoccupation for which the pyjama game was ideally suited.  
At that point in the ground’s history, the bar on the Hill served only cans. No beer snake here. And 
none of that low alcohol nonsense! All of which meant that come the evening session the Hill held all 
the appearance of Ypres or Passchendaele with sniping and scuffles breaking out all around. 
Meanwhile, in the sound-proofed ABC commentary box, Jim Maxwell suggested that the Hill was a 
“little lively tonight.” LIVELY? Jim, GET REAL! If you managed to duck the flying cans there was always 
the likelihood of falling foul of a wildly thrown haymaker. And all the while, NSW finest, what few were 
in attendance, looked on with mild curiosity.  
In contrast to Test matches, Sheffield Shield days were more sedate. Although, heading to the ground 
on the morning after the Gay & Lesbian Mardi Gras meant a curious mingling of cricket’s faithful with 
assorted Dykes on Bikes or (the still dancing) Qantas cabin crew en route from the all-nighter at the 
nearby Hordern Pavilion for a much needed recovery breakfast.  



World Refugee Day 

 
 

Project Front Foot: supporting World Refugee Day from coin toss to close of play. 
 

     
 

     
 

 
 
 
 



Front Foot Forum 
 
 
Facebook 
 
For more project information, pictures and Tales for the Self-isolating & Socially Distanced please click 
on our Facebook page at www.facebook.com/projectfrontfoot/. 

 
And finally ….. 
 

In early April a BBC Radio 4 news 
bulletin broadcast a Coronavirus 
story dealing with the plight of 
1.5 million inhabitants living in 
Mumbai’s, Dharavi slum. This 
was followed by a similar feature 
on BBC World TV. Project Front 
Foot still has many close friends 
living in Dharavi and nearby Sion 
and Matunga. We can do very 
little from 4000 miles away 
other than continue to send our 
love, thoughts and prayers.   

 
 
 
 

 
Vic Mills. Berlin. June 2020. 

http://www.facebook.com/projectfrontfoot/

